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Abstract

Tailoring hardware to applications significantly increases their performance, which is required to meet the rising demand for resource-limited devices in the area of embedded systems. While RISC-V facilitates application-specific solutions due to its extensibility, Virtual Prototypes (VPs) enable early software development before the actual hardware is built shortening the time-to-market. Although the RISC-V VP ecosystem already offers many useful tools to aid development there is still room for improvement, especially in analyzing applications for hardware optimization. To address the aforementioned issue and expand the mentioned ecosystem with a tool, this work presents RISC-V Opt-VP, which generates bounded execution trees in order to analyze applications. An embedded application analysis case study illustrates that promising instruction sequences are found which can also be merged to further improve their execution coverage, enabling efficient hardware designs.

Introduction

With the ever-increasing demand for high-performance applications in areas such as embedded systems, it is becoming increasingly important to optimize hardware in order to meet time-to-market constraints [1].

RISC-V is an instruction set architecture that is characterized by its modularity and extensibility [2]. It facilitates efficient and application-specific solutions, which is particularly ideal for resource-limited devices in areas such as embedded systems and IoT.

Virtual Prototypes (VPs) such as RISC-V VP\textsuperscript{1} [3] enable early software development and testing by providing an executable hardware platform implemented using SystemC transaction-level modeling [4].

The RISC-V VP ecosystem offers some efficient tools to aid development. These include a co-simulator [5] and 3D visualizations of symbolic execution for debugging purposes [6]. However, there is still a need to analyze applications for hardware optimization.

To address this issue and expand tool diversity, in this extended abstract we propose RISC-V Opt-VP, which constructs bounded execution trees based on applications for tailoring hardware. Using an embedded application analysis case study, we illustrate that promising instruction sequences are found which can be merged to increase execution coverage, enabling efficient hardware designs. To stimulate further research, our tool is provided as open-source software\textsuperscript{2} [7, 8].
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In this extended abstract we presented a VP-driven tool called RISC-V Opt-VP to analyze applications for hardware optimization. Using an embedded application analysis case study, we found that the generation of bounded execution trees can be used to identify promising instruction sequences that cover a large fraction of the total execution. Additionally, merging instructions more than doubles the achieved coverage, which together enables efficient hardware designs. Based on these high-level results, hardware can be tailored to applications by accelerating analyzed sequences that require a high execution time. By identifying similarities in different sequences and merging them, the design of a single hardware accelerator or new instruction that covers a large fraction of the total execution is possible, while the performance loss is negligible compared to building multiple accelerators, thus saving expensive hardware costs.

Future work will be directed towards further investigation of hardware design and construction of actual hardware. On the one hand, further metrics used by our scoring function, such as input and output of instruction sequences, are to be studied in order to fine-tune the identified sequences to a specific optimization. On the other hand, it is planned to design coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures to accurately measure possible hardware acceleration for the covered sequences.
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